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Note 
 

The work of several artists has been 

bent, misshaped, mutilated or flat-out 

stolen in this book - the most obvious 

are the Gang of Four, Paul Auster, 

Ron Sexsmith, Harmony Button, 

Nirvana, Henry Evans and the 

Birthday Party.  Again, these are 

just the most obvious - if something 

else in this book seems even 

vaguely familiar to you, 

it probably is … 
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There Must Be A Cure For This Déjà Vu 
 

There must be a cure for this déjà vu 

the things I think I thought of you 

my sweetheart the sketchy drunk 

acting like an aging punk 
 

Low sparks and high-heeled boys 

tenuous grace and fleeting poise 

family man of the hour 

drowning in a sudden shower 
 

Little king of dirty water 

sleeping with a dead man’s daughter 

pretty songs for blue guitars 

hollow bodies float like stars 
 

We live as we dream, alone 

picking meat from another’s bones 

all those photos stealing my soul 

moths and butterflies read the scroll 
 

A perfect daydream nation 

a small, bloody exclamation 

sonograms, ounces and pounds 

yellow skin, under-ripe crowns 
 

soaking in a vaginal grease 

shedding the amniotic fleece 

suckle life-force from the breast 

crooked spine for a welcome guest 
 

A walk-on part in Henry’s dream 

six-panel page, four-color scheme 

blinding speeds, mutant powers 

life measured out in cartoon hours 
 

Three a.m. and Drake’s Pink Moon 

daily fears in hysterical bloom 

incessant gnaw of critical teeth 

karma police disturb my peace 
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Her tongue drips medicinal salve 

plays me like a trumpets valve 

her mouth draws with magnetic ease 

surrounds me like a dozen seas 
 

Her fingers grip, enhance my nerves 

and split the seconds into thirds  

an alphabet formed by her limbs 

brown eyes shine and every light dims 
 

Clerically-bound, death by papercut 

fantastic failure, ribs nailed shut 

typed, printed, initialed and signed 

bitter fruit on a rotting vine 
 

Starless night, waiting for the sun 

jackhammer heartbeat on the one 

fingernails bleed, arpeggio scrape 

brainwaves snap like overwound tape 
 

Anonymous soul, anemic funk 

bows before Thelonious Monk 

testing for echo, signs of life 

like surgery with a butter knife 
 

My heart bleeds into a tin can 

a poor man’s challis, a back-up plan 

tongues united, hearts somewhat fused 

purple and swollen, constantly bruised 
 

Lost in a country of last things 

a drunken bird with two left wings 

uneven surface, eyes to the ground 

universe of noise, no one hears a sound 
 

 

05/19/00 – 05/27/01 
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Part Of This Is Part Of That 
 

Part of this is part of that 

ten of thin is one of fat 

part of this is part of me 

part of nine is six, is three 
 

Overcome by happiness 

captive to a random guess 

spent a Christmas on the couch 

unwrapped the presence of her mouth 
 

Lost an April weekend once 

painted with a Monet brush 

postcard book, watercolor dreams 

softer blues and muted greens 
 

Living in a room on fire 

preaching to a plastic choir 

brown eyes shine in digital glow 

a crooked grin, the taste of snow 
 

He’s generating steam heat 

and coming up on five feet 

a world of rebuild and pretend 

once around and never again 
 

Gabriel Garcia Marquez 

light is like water, so he says 

standing beneath a marquee moon 

drinking melted take-out spoons 
 

Days pass by in cloud formation 

same last name but no relation 

a twisted horn, a storefront sign 

a shadow life lived by design 
 

Burning notes from the underground 

a philosophy of lost and found 

yours and mine are symbiotic 

witness to a mass psychotic 
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This machine kills terror dead 

as subtle as a wedding bed 

God’s worst servant, a Texas king 

unaware of retributions swing 
 

Punishment to the ninth degree 

a dire lack of empathy 

like trachoma in reverse 

prayer sometimes a polished curse 
 

A sort of Munchausen’s-by-proxy 

prone to your father’s orthodoxy 

cut the head, another appears 

to drink a cup of poverty’s tears 
 

A single stab wound to the chest 

stick in spokes, a sudden rest 

climbed a ladder with splintered rungs 

screamed at the world with paper lungs 
 

I feel unarmed, they all have knives 

four-fifty in a room of fives 

session man, last song, second side 

where all good notes go to die 
 

We are three of a perfect pair 

begin each day with necks laid bare 

synchronized breathing, chestful of hope 

doubt only seen by microscope 
 

 

02/17/04 – 06/28/04 
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Callahan Had His Eleanor 
 

Callahan had his Eleanor 

as naked as she was before 

Carver had his lovely Tess 

and mine is some forever yes 
 

An artist with pragmatic skin 

her armor thick as mine is thin 

a lioness in running shoes 

protector of our sun-drenched blues 
 

The eye of my particular storm 

nine feet below I watch her form 

water makes her weightless and free 

turning the curves of infinity 
 

Mathematician by design 

could weigh desire, given time 

transforming that which is not yet 

I owe her like a third-world debt 
 

Practitioner of the straight line 

as honest as an hours’ time 

her laughter spreads a goodness germ 

full, just like a pregnancy term 
 

Only three hours from the shore 

her waiting room a darkened store 

in her belly, a cornerstone 

he’s ours down to the fingerbone 
 

As graceful as a wind-blown leaf 

she assumes the roles of cop and thief 

 “there’s no lunch with swords in your hands” 

 she tells the boy with secret plans 
 

Walking with such empathetic aim 

always knew who she now became 

halo effect, a brightening yearn 

her mother’s mother with slight return 
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A modest mouth but when she speaks 

righteous fire from burning cheeks 

balanced atop a spinning coin 

she finds the room for more to join 
 

An imperfect corduroy muse 

igniter of my every fuse 

animated by a blue-eyed start 

the moon goddess with a cartoon heart 
 

Her lovely bones, as Roethke said, 

prop the base of my spinning head 

I’ll watch her dress in autumn hues 

her scented skin is my good news 
 

I wait for her weight upon my chest 

a pulsing hollow, a concave nest 

a sternum made of plaster and sponge 

our lust has teeth and it does lunge 
 

We’re wound like shades to be drawn down 

on frequent trips to Shuffletown 

stripping to that Morrison song 

about young lovers, never wrong 
 

That’s her in Hopper’s Morning Sun 

those perfect thighs and aching love-crumbs 

a spine to flex to curling need 

I want her still like corporate greed 
 

The street light knows our every move 

the call and response, the tongue and groove 

discovery of some unknown nerve 

waiting beneath a miniscule curve 
 

There’s a story in her closing lids 

the grainy prints of sonogram kids 

the shadow of right decisions made 

the currency of debts left unpaid 
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One will spread the others ashes 

one writes the checks the other cashes 

one wants for the world, the other grants 

one carries on with the strength of ants 
 

For each leaf, each tree I’ll kiss her now 

her breath sustains me like a vow 

full house with an audience of one 

she’s all that matters when I’m undone 
 

 

08/17/04 – 01/19/05 
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 “Even Famous Poets Aren’t Famous” 
 

 “Even famous poets aren’t famous” 

 here we are now, entertain us  

quarter-sized fish in a dime-round pond 

as satisfied as the just been conned 
 

Like tattoo face in the world of eyes 

conspicuous despite the disguise 

lemon in a dandelion field 

texture betrays the marginal shield 
 

Loman says find yourself by thirty-four 

time to claim what you abhor 

no escape plan, no hidden clause 

no sudden pleas, no unwritten laws 
 

Decisions made in opposition 

a new-found friend in intuition 

declare yourself a sovereign nation 

plant your flag, assume your station 
 

A manifesto of cut and paste 

written in ink but not in haste 

an Exacto knife, a lyric sheet 

the blueprint for an insolent feat 
 

Friday night talks of death and taxes 

familial pull, unburied axes 

a collision of unsteady traits 

kindness that measures, madness that rates 
 

Her heart attack at just fifty-two 

fifth-floor room, panoramic view 

my neighborhood of formative lore 

chewing the heart of my middling core 
 

Nothing sounds like a bullet missed 

there’s no taste like a funeral kiss 

an alternate world, more perfect fit 

the beauty of an identikit 
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Composite sketch, lines slightly blurred 

the certain less embraced than endured 

fault-line wired to a hair-trigger start 

a shake, a shift and a quick depart 
 

Mexican rebirth, address unknown 

“Robinson” written in chalk on stone 

major minor poet, seldom sought 

working his sad and usual thoughts 
 

All your hopes a target market plan 

ammunition for the confidence man 

splitting infinity, half by half 

measured exhale and call it a laugh 
 

We weaken at such similar rates 

thinning ice and rusting skates 

small-print mind and a double-speak tongue 

as useful now as ancestral lungs 
 

Casting about in a reckless world 

months of shit for days of pearls 

“if this is heaven, I’m bailing out” 

my eyes and teeth for a righteous shout 
 

 

04/14/05 - 11/20/05 
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Their Band Could, Indeed, Be My Life 
 

Their band could, indeed, be my life 

understanding like a second wife 

buzzing, howling, the influence of heat 

dull as a toothache, thin as a sheet 
 

Salvation found in a thrift store bin 

gold stamp, hole punch, promotional skin 

nightclub sweat, “this is our final song, 

a lullaby for the Viet Cong” 
 

Everything a soundtrack for idle hips 

an encore for the apocalypse 

the marketer and his wistful sighing 

it’s not what’s selling but what you’re buying 
 

Cacophonous trio, bass, drum and horn 

education in the absence of form 

just-split sound of assumptions outgrown, 

the breaking of an inessential bone 
 

Cues cut tight like a surgical stitch 

crooked arm needle to scratch the itch 

Asbury Park greeting, Bush Doctor cure 

amoebic puzzle, the shape of a blur 
 

Songs about bachelors and brides and such 

about a thrilling, verboten touch 

the audacity of Here, My Dear 

a soul in the sights of a bombardier 
 

Cohen’s “Hallelujah” and Buckley’s “Grace” 

the sounds of love in our singular case 

a machine gun mouth but a sniper’s heart 

the breathless ache of our time apart 
 

Three a.m. and a sudden test 

a military force within my chest 

“The Harder They Come” said Jimmy Cliff 

watching them fall like a birthday wish 
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 Otis In Europe, Stax/Volt 416 

satellite station for a Memphis queen 

Staples family, keepers of the trust 

finger-snap logo, the force of a crush 
 

Seeking the aid of a pharmacist 

perpetual story, laconic twist 

Ted Leo and his sin-eating cause 

puts the steel in my spine, strength in my jaws 
 

Spinning like a satyr, all limbs and teeth 

coasting on the swell of disbelief 

Coltrane’s Live at Birdland, late ‘63 

a proper sampling of divinity 
 

Killing rock stars, Olympia style 

the urgency of a medical mile 

one beat away from what silence brings 

tied tight to the mast of greater things 
 

Sailing on with a mighty quickness 

testifying like a star witness 

this beautiful life, only partly mine 

one syllable in a constant rhyme 
 

A run-on sentence of ways and means 

the linchpin of all these unformed schemes 

the ceaseless pull of an insistent strum  

as the revelations come one by one 
 

 

05/22/06 – 09/14/06 
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Reviews 
 

for Punk Rock For Hip Statisticians  

"Evans has impressed me in the  

past...[and]...this collection does   

not disappoint. Punk Rock...[is]   

a passionate, heavy collection of  

work, well worth your money." 

 – Blind Man’s Rainbow 
 

for A Beat Too Long 

“There are definite moments of    

vivid imagery…his figurative language  

is strong…if you even vaguely enjoy   

Eric’s work, then check this out.” 

 – Blind Man’s Rainbow 
 

for Tristero Rapid Post  

“Erotic, romantic, punk rock, raucous  

and dangerous. These are poems  

drawn rather than written.”  

 – The Quarterly Pearl 
 

“ …wry poetry rich in metaphor and   

description...the poems are beautifully  

wrought and touchingly serene...this  

chapbook is terrific...” 

 – Lucid Moon 
 

for Hell Or Cleveland 

“ …Hell Or Cleveland will keep   

you engrossed…one of the better  

chapbooks I’ve read in a while.”  

 – Amusing Yourself To Death 
 

for Godflesh 

“[Evans] writes poems of quiet  

resignation and pensive thoughtfulness    

…a combination of strong imagery  

and smoldering anger...” 

 – Factsheet Five 

 

 


